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InCommon Advance CAMP:
Identity Services Summit III
May 25-27, 2011 in Westminster, Colorado
The Westin Westminster Hotel
Want solutions for better provisioning, discovery, authorization or other identity-related problems? Do you develop software or support
open/community source applications? Interested in working with identity leaders across higher education and getting in on the ground floor to help
design the next generation architecture? Come to the inCommon Advance CAMP: Identity Services Summit III and participate!

It's Your Meeting
Led by you, the attendees, the Advance CAMP's unconference format provides the flexibility to take the meeting where you want it to go. Pitch
your challenges and possible solutions to your colleagues and work together to determine the breakout sessions and set the agenda. At the end,
identify the common most pressing needs and volunteer for project teams to move the issues forward.
Past Identity Services Summits have yielded discussions and solutions for developer practices in federating applications and federated group
management as well as investigating SPML and provisioning to the cloud. Eighteen projects were identified last year and fifteen were either
completed, are still ongoing, or were adopted by organizations like Jasig as a more formal project.
You can review the outcomes of the 2010 meeting for a complete summary of the progress made since the the last Advance CAMP in June.

Plan to Participate
Advance CAMP is actively seeking the participation of architects, developers, and deployers of open source and commercial-sponsored software,
services, and frameworks. We are looking to
- Engage in solving identity-related challenges of importance to you
- Hear about who's doing what and how to participate in or leverage their activities
- Develop your take-aways for using technologies such as Facebook, OAuth, OpenID, SAML, Kuali KIM, OpenSocial, Spring, and Django among
others
- Participate in developing the next generation identity services landscape
Tell us ahead of time what you're interested in and get your colleagues thinking too. Post your ideas to the topic ideas page.
Come to Advance CAMP: Identity Services Summit III where we set the direction for the community on what's next for identity in higher
education.
Advance CAMP follows Jasig's Spotlight on Open Source, May 23 - 25 (same location, separate registration)

Advance CAMP Partners

Take a Look!
Review the session notes linked to the Program.
Find out who attended Advance CAMP.
Attending Jasig? Stay late and attend Advance
CAMP Wednesday afternoon sessions for free.

Want to review what happened last year at Advance
CAMP? Check out the *Action items*
Have an idea for a topic for this year's Advance
CAMP? Add them here.
Attending Advance CAMP? Come early and attend
Jasig's Wednesday morning sessions for free.
Register now for Jasig's Spotlight on Open Source Co
nference held just prior to the Advance CAMP at the
same location.

Social Networking
Get Involved! Follow and participate!

In the News
Read the Advance CAMP Press Release

